
Disclaimer (for enwiki):

Some of these tools are only available at present 
on English Wikipedia. We need tools like these 
for the rest of the Wikipedias and projects.



The most important factor is having a committed 
partner. Cascadia Wikimedians’ successful edit-a-
thons always started at either the initiative of a 
partner (usually GLAM) or when connected to a 
willing and enthusiastic partner.

Partners can provide: 
• editors familiar with the topic
•venue
•publicity tailored for their audience
• refreshments
• swag
• childcare



Once you partner has created an announcement 
for an event, now what?



If you have a Wikipedia meetup page, announce 
it there, & include any partner links.

The WP:Meetup is available in many languages.



Add it to the monthly calendar at 
[[Wikipedia:Meetup#Scheduled fu  t  ure meetups  ]]:



Become one of the [[Wikipedia:Mass message 
senders]] (Also available on Қазақша, Türkçe, اردو, and 中文). 
Using [[Special:MassMessage]] with a list like 
[[Wikipedia:Meetup/Seattle/Invitees]], you can 
leave messages like the following:



“Mass message sender is a user group that 
allows users to send messages to multiple users at
once. Further user documentation can be found at
m:MassMessage and 
mw:Help:Extension:MassMessage.”



You can also make a request to display a banner 
based on a geographic location. Find this and 
instructions at [[Wikipedia:Geonotice]]  
(available on العربية & Svenska).



Don’t forget about Facebook and Meetup!



What do you need in place to conduct a 
successful edit-a-thon?
• Internet Relay Channel: read 
[[Wikipedia:IRC]] (available in most 
languages) and make sure that you can access 
the #wikipedia channel (irc://chat.freenode.net/
wikipedia) to resolve any access issues (for 
example, the IP address becomes blocked or 
account creator status has not been obtained 
for the event)

• If possible, have someone obtain Account 
Creator rights [[Wikipedia:Account creator]], 
available in 22 other languages.



•outreachdashboard.wmflabs.org   to create 
dashboard to collect metrics (many languages):

 https://outreachdashboard.wmflabs.org/training :



For example, Art+Feminism on the Dashboard: 
[[ArtAndFeminism#Outreach Dashboard]]:


